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Increasing the share of health services provided directly to patient homes is a significant—and as yet mostly unrealized—opportunity to improve healthcare in the United States.

Summary

The coronavirus pandemic has forced a sudden acceleration of a prior trend toward the virtual provision of healthcare, also known as telemedicine. This acceleration was necessary in the short term so that provision of non-urgent health services could continue despite lockdowns and self-isolation. Federal and state policymakers have supported the shift toward telemedicine through temporary adjustments to health benefits, reimbursements, and licensure restrictions.

Yet if policymakers direct their attention too narrowly on expanding telemedicine they risk missing a larger—and as yet mostly unrealized—opportunity to improve healthcare in the United States: increasing the overall share of health services provided directly to the home. At-home healthcare includes not only telemedicine, but also medical house calls (home-based primary care) as well as models in which individuals within communities offer simple support services to one another (i.e., the “village” model of senior care, which could be extended to included peer-to-peer health service delivery). The advent of “exponential” technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, and the Internet of Things (IoT) is unlocking new possibilities for at-home healthcare across each of these models.

The next administration should act to reduce four types of barriers currently preventing at-home healthcare from reaching its full potential:

1. **Labor-market barriers** (e.g., unnecessarily restrictive scope-of-practice rules and requirements for licensing and certification)
2. **Technical barriers** (e.g., excessively slow and burdensome processes for regulatory approval, weak or absent standards for interoperability)
3. **Financial/regulatory barriers** (e.g., methodologies for determining eligibility for reimbursements that favor incumbents over innovators)
4. **Data sharing / interoperability barriers** (e.g., overly restrictive constraints related to data privacy and portability)

---

1 Telehealth visits in a given week as a share of total outpatient visits increased from 0.1% prior to the pandemic to nearly 14% in mid-April of 2020. From mid-June to October of 2020, that share remained steady at about 6%—below the peak, but far above pre-pandemic levels. [Source: Mehrotra, A.; et al. (2020). The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Outpatient Care: Visits Return to Prepandemic Levels, but Not for All Providers and Patients, The Commonwealth Fund, October 15.]
Challenge and Opportunity

In the past several decades, the advantages of conventional hospital- and outpatient-based healthcare over home-based care have started to erode. Specifically:

- **Costs have increased.** Steady increases in cost of healthcare labor relative to other goods and services in the economy have overwhelmed efficiency gains due to economies of scale in hospital-based and outpatient-based care.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^4\) An array of other factors have also exerted upward pressure on costs, including (i) costs of regulatory compliance and associated barriers to entry resulting in an oligopolistic market structure, (ii) exposure to legal risk, and (iii) excessive reliance on disposable tools and materials.

- **More infections are being acquired in the hospital.** The concentration of illness in hospitals in particular has created a category of systemic vulnerability in the healthcare system in the form of infections acquired in the hospital, with incidence rates exceeding 4 out of every 100 admissions.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^6\)

- **Iatrogenic injury and death have become widespread.** The very professionalism of hospital-based models of healthcare have generated systems of such organizational complexity that incidents of injury or death in the course of medical treatment have become commonplace.\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^9\)

At the same time, rapid technological advances, demographic trends, and long-term trends in the burden of disease are combining to favor at-home healthcare over clinic- and hospital- and outpatient-based health service delivery for certain types of treatment. Technologies and organizational innovations that enable healthcare provision both in the home and at a distance have improved radically in terms of performance and cost. The aging of the U.S. population has created steady growth in demand for semiprofessional forms of home-based healthcare assistance. Furthermore, approximately 75% of the U.S. population has at least one chronic disease. The prevalence of chronic illness has created a parallel increase in demand for routine treatments and diagnostic support services, many of which can be provided at home by individuals with relatively basic training.

---


\(^7\) Medical error has been estimated as the third-leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for 250,000 deaths per year. [Source: Makary, M.A.; Daniel, M. (2016). Medical Error: The Third-Leading Cause of Death in the US. The BMJ, 353: i2139.]


Four service avenues are key to enabling home healthcare. These are:

(1) Medical house calls and home-based primary care
(2) Healthcare “villages” and peer-to-peer healthcare
(3) Telemedicine and mobile health (mHealth)
(4) “Exponential” technologies for healthcare

Medical house calls and home-based primary care

The once nearly obsolete practice of providing medical services in the home has recently experienced a resurgence, paralleling the growth of “minute clinics” and other options that offer consumers greater convenience and lower costs in healthcare. This resurgence has been largely independent of the advent of new technologies for providing healthcare at a distance. Rather, the resurgence of home-based primary care has been driven by the increasing costs of hospital and outpatient care, combined with accumulating evidence of the superiority of home-based care to hospital-based care along multiple dimensions (perhaps most notably inpatient satisfaction). Home-based primary-care programs include a physician who works with an interdisciplinary team that conducts visits to the home, where they perform diagnostics, urge compliance with treatment protocols, and otherwise assess and encourage patient progress.

In October 2019, the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released the results from the fifth year of its national Independence at Home demonstration. Through this demonstration, CMS provided incentive payments to home-based primary-care providers who succeeded in reducing Medicare expenditures for beneficiaries with multiple chronic illnesses, conditional upon meeting designated quality measures. Fifth-year results showed that Independence at Home providers reduced healthcare expenditures by approximately 8.4%, resulting in savings to Medicare of $33.5 million. During the full five years of the Independence at Home demonstration, participating practices saved Medicare approximately $85 million.

Though at-home primary-care services are increasingly available, they remain far from ubiquitous. A significant national study found that while at least 2 million Medicare beneficiaries are homebound (representing approximately 5.6% of the elderly, community-dwelling Medicare population), only 11% of that population receive primary-care services at home. A second study found that provision of at-home primary care is significantly skewed. Of the 5,000 providers of home-based primary-care services to Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries, fewer than 500...
accounted for nearly half of total at-home visits.¹⁵ That study also found significant disparities in geographical access to home-based primary care services.

**Healthcare “villages” and peer-to-peer healthcare**

At the moment, the most powerful impetus for substantive change in the healthcare system is coming not from within the Medicare and Medicaid systems but from senior citizens of moderate to high income who are increasingly dissatisfied with the menu of existing market offerings in senior care. Around the country, such citizens have organized neighborhood-centered “villages” to offer simple support services to one another that allow them to age in place. The support services that village members provide to one another generally have yet to include health care, but the rapid growth of such villages signals a large demonstrated demand for institutional innovations that bypass the existing healthcare infrastructure.¹⁶–¹⁸ A recent survey of 1,753 members of such villages found a majority reporting an improved sense of social connection and ability to remain in their homes. However, fewer village members reported that their membership in a village had improved their “physical health” (8%) or their “ability to get the medical care [they] need” (16.8%). This indicates that health villages’ role as a platform for peer-to-peer health service delivery remains underdeveloped in comparison with other services these villages offer.¹⁹

**Telemedicine and mobile health (mHealth)**

Services delivered via information and communications technologies constitute a third dimension of distributed health-service delivery. The landline telephone created some initial and still-relevant opportunities for providing healthcare at a distance.²⁰ The advent of the internet and personal computing expanded the field of remote medicine: in particular, these technologies expanded possibilities for remote monitoring and enabling diagnostics, and even treatment from a distance. Mobile phones and tablet computers have opened up further possibilities for remote health-service delivery.

Telemedicine is the most widely used of the technology-enabled elements of distributed health-service delivery.²¹ Though impeded by federal and state regulations, such as restrictive licensure requirements and prohibitions against prescribing medication without an in-person consultation,

---

¹⁸ The emergence of village networks provides one example of how communities may organize themselves to manage a “health commons”. For more on this, see McGinnis, M. (2013). *Caring for the Health Commons: What It Is and Who’s Responsible for It*. Unpublished manuscript.
²¹ CMS defines telemedicine as follows: “Telehealth (or Telemonitoring) is the use of telecommunications and information technology to provide access to health assessment, diagnosis, intervention, consultation, supervision and information across distance.” [Source: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. (n.d.). *Telemedicine*.]
telemedicine use grew significantly in the five years prior to the pandemic.\textsuperscript{22} In particular, non-hospital-based provider-to-patient telemedicine grew by 1,393\% from 2014 to 2018.\textsuperscript{23} Aided by a considerable easing of regulatory restrictions at both federal and state levels, the pandemic dramatically accelerated the use of provider-to-patient telemedicine. As noted in footnote 1 above, telehealth visits in a given week as a share of total outpatient visits increased from 0.1\% prior to the pandemic to nearly 14\% in mid-April of 2020. From mid-June to October of 2020, that share remained steady at about 6\%—below the peak, but far above pre-pandemic levels.\textsuperscript{24}

Mobile health applications represent another area of rapid growth. This category includes a range of healthcare services that can be delivered over mobile phones—and, to varying degrees, over computers and landlines. Venture-capital (VC) investments in digital healthcare totaled $8.1 billion in 2018, nearly eight times the total in 2011, and have continued to grow rapidly since. VC investment in digital healthcare has outpaced VC investment in traditional healthcare sectors, such as biotech, medical devices, and medical software.\textsuperscript{25}

“Exponential” technologies for healthcare

A final major trend with significant implications for distributed health-service delivery is the advent of an interrelated set of technologies that includes artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, and the Internet of Things (IoT). These are often referred to collectively as “exponential” technologies.

AI based on machine-learning algorithms is already having a significant impact in medical fields where large digital datasets are available for pattern matching, notably radiology. More ambitious applications involve the use of AI in combination with medical “big data” to provide real-time support for clinical decision-making.\textsuperscript{26} Beyond the availability and improvement of the underlying machine learning algorithms, the development of AI-based clinical decision-support tools is based on three data-focused preconditions: (1) data gathering, (2) data aggregation, and (3) data analytics.

The potential for disruptive innovation in data gathering refers to the fact that human society, and the digital devices embedded within it, is generating data at an exponentially increasing rate. Information generated by personal computers is but a tiny fraction of this total. The overwhelming majority is generated by “smart” devices and appliances as varied as automobile engines, thermostats, weather balloons, and mobile phones—and now also health-related

\textsuperscript{22} Policies were beginning to evolve in a direction favorable to telemedicine prior to the pandemic. For example, seniors in Original Medicare were long only eligible to receive certain telemedicine services if they lived in a rural area. Beginning in 2019, however, Medicare recipients across the country became eligible to be served by virtual check-ins with their doctors by phone or video chat. In April 2019, CMS finalized plans that allowed Medicare Advantage plans to include additional telemedicine benefits.

\textsuperscript{23} Fair Health. (2019). A Multilayered Analysis of Telehealth: How This Emerging Venue of Care Is Affecting the Healthcare Landscape.

\textsuperscript{24} Mehrotra, A.; et al. (2020). The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Outpatient Care: Visits Return to Pre-pandemic Levels, but Not for All Providers and Patients. The Commonwealth Fund, October 15.


monitors and sensors of many varieties. Ubiquitous connected devices in this latter category are examples of IoT technologies for healthcare.

The potential for disruptive innovation in data aggregation refers to the fact that both commercial and government interests are increasingly seeing the value in the pools of data and thus are seeking to build and structure extremely large databases that can be “mined” for patterns. In the coming decade, the aggregation of healthcare data may be facilitated by blockchain technologies (also known as distributed ledger technologies) that have the potential to resolve issues related to the privacy, security, portability, and accuracy of medical data.

The potential for disruptive innovation in data analytics is that the search for patterns in digital data via machine learning algorithms can be accomplished today at speeds that are orders of magnitude beyond the best attainable even a few years ago.

Of the four categories of innovations driving distributed health service delivery, the advent of exponential technologies is one that is as relevant to the transformation of care provided in hospitals and outpatient clinics as it is to care provided in the home. However, the inexorable shift toward not only electronic records but also use of the varied data sources described above will further reduce the advantage in data and diagnostic support that has long been held by doctors working in hospitals and outpatient settings.

Bending the Cost Curve

A great deal of analytical work has gone into developing a pathway to long-term reductions in healthcare costs—an objective frequently referred to as bending the cost curve.

The economic mechanism responsible for a persistent increase in the relative cost of healthcare over the past decades is known as the Baumol effect or the Baumol cost disease. The principle is simple but somewhat counterintuitive: the increase in the (relative) cost of healthcare is actually a function of the decrease in (relative) costs elsewhere in the economy. Specifically, increases in the relative cost of labor-intensive services (such as healthcare and education) are a natural and inevitable consequence of the increased efficiency (and decreased labor intensity) of production in other industries.

---

27 The most successful technology companies of the past decade—Google, Facebook, and Twitter foremost among them—realize economic value not primarily from the sale of cloud-based services to their customers but, rather, from the use of the data gathered about their customers.


29 Until recently, analyzing very large datasets was possible only by using the world’s most powerful computers, at great cost. Today, costs of storage and computational resources are decreasing at a dramatic rate. However, computers can ultimately only offer answers that are as good as the information humans provide on the context and social parameters of the questions. Effective data analytics has embedded within it a deeply human element.


The policy takeaway is simple: the only way to “bend the cost curve” in healthcare is to reduce the total cost of labor inputs. This can be accomplished in one of two ways: (1) using less labor in the context of existing service models, or (2) changing the service model in order to substitute low-cost labor and technology in place of high-cost labor.

Evidence from the healthcare industry and examples from other industries suggest that the most effective way to reduce the cost of hospital-based healthcare is the latter option: to provide consumers with lower-cost, equally effective options that shift service provision away from high-cost settings and into the home. If the change of setting allows for low-cost labor and technology to be used in place of high-cost labor, then the Baumol cost disease may be curable.

Plan of Action

The next administration should act to reduce four types of barriers currently preventing at-home healthcare from reaching its full potential:

1. **Labor-market barriers** (e.g., unnecessarily restrictive scope-of-practice rules and requirements for licensing and certification)
2. **Technical barriers** (e.g., excessively slow and burdensome processes for regulatory approval, weak or absent standards for interoperability)
3. **Financial/regulatory barriers** (e.g., methodologies for determining eligibility for reimbursements that favor incumbents over innovators)
4. **Data sharing / interoperability barriers** (e.g., overly restrictive constraints related to data privacy and portability)

**Labor-market barriers**

To address workforce shortages in the health sciences, it is important to remove medically unwarranted restrictions on nurse practitioners and physician assistants in providing the broad range of activities that—with proper physician oversight and technological support—they are empowered to perform.

---


capable of providing. Yet even that is not likely to be an adequate solution, as the number of homebound adults who might benefit from home-based medical care remains large in comparison with the likely growth in the number of licensed nurse practitioners and physician assistants.\textsuperscript{36}

In the longer term, realizing the full benefits of distributed health-service delivery will require the creation of a new category of certified, digitally empowered health workers who act simultaneously as health coaches, social support case workers, and frontline diagnosticians. The creation of such a job category could attract new, tech-savvy talent to the health-service field and provide a pathway for formalizing and extending the skills of home health workers, personal care aides, and family caregivers, who are already the front line of caring for patients in the home. In this way, the national objective of bending the cost curve in healthcare will intersect with that of increasing opportunity in the workforce—particularly among young people, who have a comparative advantage in the use of technology, and among a growing number of workers over 60, who have a comparative advantage in the care of generational peers (or near peers).

To accomplish these goals, the next administration should consider:

- Enacting federal policy to support states in:
  - Reforming licensing restrictions to allow nurse practitioners and other nonphysicians to do more in terms of chronic and wellness care.
  - Accelerating adoption of the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact.\textsuperscript{37}

States similarly should adopt laws that allow greater portability of licensure for telemedicine service providers.

- The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services should engage in an active dialogue with health boards and associations about adjusting accreditation and certification procedures to include a new category of professionals who specialize in mobile healthcare delivery— including healthcare to the home.
- CMS should maximize its administrative flexibility in permitting patient choice of the location of healthcare service delivery. Eligibility for telemedicine and home-centered primary care services should be expanded where possible, toward the aim of helping patients remain healthy in their own homes.

**Technical barriers**

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) should establish an interim approval stage for new mobile healthcare devices that are determined to be subject to regulation (for example, devices capable of health data measurement and medical diagnostics). During this phase, the devices in question will be released only to physicians who have been trained to handle them and who will monitor the results of their use.

\textsuperscript{36} Yao, N.; et al. (2016). Geographic Concentration of Home-Based Medical Care Providers.

\textsuperscript{37} The Interstate Medical Licensure Compact (IMLC) is a pathway to expedite licensing for physicians seeking to practice medicine in multiple IMLC states. The IMLC creates a streamlined process for obtaining multiple state licenses. See https://www.imlcc.org.
The federal government should also work with states to harmonize definitions and regulations (e.g., regarding licensure and privacy) as they pertain to telemedicine service provision, taking inspiration where possible from the practices of pioneering states that have most successfully achieved cost reductions and service improvements through telemedicine.

Finally, policymakers at all levels of government should renew their commitment to reducing regulatory barriers to the deployment of ubiquitous, high-reliability broadband service on which mobile healthcare provision depends.

Financial/regulatory barriers

Congress can take a number of actions to reduce financial and regulatory barriers to distributed health-service entry, including: making permanent the telemedicine provisions in the CONNECT for Health Act and the connected health coverage included in the CARES Act, making the Independence at Home Demonstration a permanent program, and funding the National Academy of Medicine and the National Academy of Engineering to undertake a study of research methodologies appropriate to assessing the efficacy of integrated service mobile delivery based on digital platforms and the expansion of home healthcare.

In addition, Medicare and other government programs should be expanded to include reimbursement for diagnostic and preventative procedures provided in the home. Eligibility for home monitoring technology and in-home health services should be expanded where possible, toward the aim of helping patients remain healthy in their own homes.

Data sharing/interoperability barriers

Federal agencies and relevant state authorities should avoid actions that would impede development of properly anonymized data generated and aggregated outside the medical system, while strictly sanctioning discriminatory and predatory uses of such data. Recognizing the difficulty of reaching convergence on data-sharing standards among medical service incumbents, governments at all levels should seek, whenever possible, to reinforce de facto standards for data sharing that emerge among communities of nonmedical health-service providers and data users.

Similarly, relevant federal agencies should work to ensure that privacy rules for health service delivery are not substantially more restrictive or onerous than those that apply in other industries where privacy is a first-order concern (e.g., financial services and education), while strictly sanctioning discriminatory and predatory uses of such data. This may require Congress to update the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

---

38 The Center for Connected Health Policy publishes current updates on the status of federal and state regulations pertaining to telehealth provision. See: https://www.cchpca.org.
40 The cost of such a study would likely be in the range of $1-3 million, depending on scope.
Conclusion

Increasing the share of health services provided directly to the home represents the greatest opportunity to improve healthcare in the United States while lowering costs and creating net new jobs. Though some currently dominant healthcare institutions have managed to achieve significant improvements in efficiency with existing service models, the disruptive innovations with the greatest potential to advance health service delivery in the next 3 to 30 years are not likely to originate from established incumbents but by new entrants meeting previously unmet consumer needs. Well-considered policy actions can help ensure that service-model innovators are not disadvantaged by regulatory structures and administrative practices designed for a previous era.
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